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About Modest Tree
Modest Tree is an award-winning Canadian software company focused on providing data-driven digitalization 
solutions for Enterprise. Founded in 2011, we have worked with leading OEMs and military clients to develop 
digital solutions that accelerate data-driven employee training, product sales and marketing, and secure virtual 
communications. Modest Tree provides companies with a full suite of software solutions that can transform how 
companies collect, consolidate, and reuse assets to propel their business goals. 

Modest Tree’s end-to-end workflow, enables the integration of existing data, including technical manuals, photographs, 
videos, new product designs, engineering blueprints, learning courses, and other assets, into our Asset Pipeline Platform, 
through which the Modest Tree software suite (Xplorer, Editor, Tech Companion, and Leaf) is able to provide in-service 
support, training and simulation, and visualizations to clients around the globe.

Modest Tree’s  is a creator of a proprietary, plugin-based platform (Pipeline) that was developed in collaboration with 
industry clients and was purpose-built to allow for the dynamic conversion of source assets into required runtime types. 
As an analogy, pipeline is a universal plug that lets you connect your data to end-user-facing products without any 
changes or compromises regarding the data, the target platform, or the application using your data. 

Click here to see our portfolio of Navy projects and a preview of Tech Companion.

Modest Tree Process Flow
1.0 Asset Pipeline

Asset Pipeline is a framework that is structured to utilize and integrate the diverse functions (and their best practices) 
that are enabled by Modest Tree’s portfolio of tools (Xplorer, Editor, Tech Companion, and Leaf) for visualization, 
output delivery, and in-service support. In other words, Asset Pipeline is a universal plug that lets you connect your data 
to end-user facing products without any changes or compromises regarding that data.

Pipeline gathers, analyzes, and processes data inputs (legacy data, 3D models, video files, audio files, images, 
instructional data, technical documents, parts IDs, etc.) from multiple 

https://youtu.be/vVlpphVuk5g
https://youtu.be/3z_3LHaJZh8
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sources; it maintains and dynamically manages updates to those assets; and it optimizes each asset into a format 
that can be read by the software you are intending to use with the optimal settings and file size to enable users to 
dynamically create interactive and usable content.

2.0 Asset Repository

The data passes through an asset repository that allows for complete file management of each of the digital inputs. 

2.1 Asset Optimization

Asset Pipeline then optimizes each asset into a format that can be read by the software you are intending to use. 

Once optimization has taken place, the asset is maintained in a cache of built files. Asset Pipeline automatically checks 
if any dependencies have changed each time you access that asset. This allows Pipeline to automatically rebuild your 
project and update the cache should any updates be made to the original data inputs.

Media Formats for Optimization

DWF

JPEG

WAV

MOV

PDF

TEXT

In this example data set, you can see the 
broad range of data types that can be 
processed by Asset Pipeline. Because Asset 
Pipeline is designed to work like a universal 
plug, there are no limitations to the types of 
data that can be integrated and optimized 
by the software. This sample data set 
includes technical data packages, EBOM 
parts list configuration data, IETM, and SAP 
data; however, it can also include such files 
as 3D models, video files, audio files, images, 
instructional data, technical documents, 
parts IDs, technical publications, and even 
older data sets.

See full diagram in Appendix A

Asset Repository

See full diagram in Appendix A
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2.2 Project Generation

The data gathered by Asset Pipeline can be accessed from within Portal and used to generate Xplorer and Editor 
projects as well as to provide the data inputs that support Tech Companion’s processes.

2.2.1 Portal is the dashboard that allows you to access Modest Tree’s suite of software (Xplorer, Tech 
Companion, Editor, Leaf).  In addition, it also stores and maintains the projects you’ve created using that 
software, provides access to your library of assets, maintains version control over your projects and assets, and 
enables you to share and work collaboratively with other people on your projects.

For more information about Portal, see Appendix B

2.2.2 Editor is a content development tool that is used to create a wide variety of complex, multi-pathed, and 
interactive training simulations that can be published to VR or desktop. Users can import their own 3D models 
and digital assets and use a patent-pending visual storyboarding construct to build complex animations and 
interactions without the need for coding or animation expertise. Learner interactions can be tracked by the 
instructor, and learners can engage from multiple devices.

For more information about Editor, see Appendix C

2.2.3 Xplorer is an XR presentation creation tool that allows subject matter experts to quickly and easily 
build their own interactive XR presentations that can be used for instructor led remote or classroom training, 
virtual product visualizations, or immersive site walkthroughs. Xplorer allows you to use your own digital assets 
(technical documents, audio files, videos, images, and 3D models) to create interactive XR presentations using 
simple, drag-and-drop features that provide high levels of engagement without the typical development costs 
or time-to-field.

For more information about Xplorer, see Appendix D

See full diagram in Appendix A
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2.2.4 Tech Companion is an interactive virtual support system for maintenance, training, record keeping, 
inventory management, and more. The proprietary platform centralizes manuals, maintenance, and ongoing 
training while also supporting intelligent data management and analysis by leveraging advanced digitalization 
technologies into one comprehensive system, operational on multiple devices. Tech Companion generates 
maintenance tasks, centralizes manuals and remote support, and enables smart form service reporting. As an 
integrated, intelligent system, it can also support live inventory tracking, part ordering, AI-powered condition 
monitoring, and data analytics and visualization, consolidating the maintenance management process into 
one digitalized dashboard.

For more information about Tech Companion, see Appendix E

2.3 Automatic Lesson Generation

Data gathered by Asset Pipeline can also be used to automatically generate Xplorer and Editor lessons for a project. 
Asset Pipeline accesses the data inputs, translates them into readable instructions, and then uses those instructions to 
generate the lesson creation nodes within Editor and Xplorer. The project can then be accessed and edited from the 
Portal before publishing to expedite the lesson creation process.

2.4 Project Optimization

Once the lesson has been created, it goes back through Asset Pipeline to be converted, optimized, and published. Each 
project can be published into a unified player that can be accessed by different devices (PC, VR headset, Android, iOS, 
etc.) for individual or multiplayer sessions.

Asset Pipeline converts each file for use on the device you choose to access it with, and it further optimizes the project 
file by stripping excess data that isn’t used in the project to publish a cleaned version of the project you created with a 
reduced file size, and with the settings adjusted for the device(s) that will be used to access the project.

Published projects are stored in a publish repository to allow you to store and access multiple versions of the same 
project as you complete updates. The repository can publish any version of the lesson you want to use. 

Publish Repository

Automated Process

Optimization using lesson date,
AI & custom/defualt settings

Optimized Media for Target Platforms

ABMODEL

PNG

OGG

MP4

PNG Album

OGG Album

See full diagram in Appendix A

Optimization using lesson date,
AI & custom/default settings
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Based on the purpose, structure, and objectives of the project, these projects can be instructor-led, can provide a 
classroom training format, can be learner-led, etc. and all projects can enable cross-platform multiplayer to facilitate 
collaborative learning environments where learners can interact and engage together in the same lesson from their 
different devices (PC, VR headset, Android, iOS, and in AR).

3.0 Multiplayer and Secure Communications

Secure and consistent communications are ensured by Leaf between all products and in its own standalone software application.

Asset Pipeline enables Modest Tree’s suite of software to be multi-device, multiplayer compatible by optimizing each 
project for each of the desired devices (mobile, PC, VR) upon publishing. This allows users to interact in collaborative 
multiplayer experiences from any location using any platform. Both Editor and Xplorer projects enable the creation 
of collaborative learning environments, simulations, or product visualizations where users can interact and engage 
together in the same project from their different devices. Asset Pipeline and Leaf Communications further enable 
Tech Companion to allow secure communication between devices and data systems for remote expert engagement 
and parts ordering, as well as within the same user experience to allow information gathered in a HoloLens 2 to be 
accessed from a mobile device, VR headset, or PC in the same session to ensure the most efficient and productive 
access to data and record keeping at any time. 

4.0  User Data Analytics

User Data Analytics can be tracked in an instructor console that uses LRS and xAPI integrations to track learner 
engagement and progress. 

See full diagram in Appendix A

Multiplayer & Secure
Communication

Secure Cross Application
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Unified Cross Application &
Platform Player

End User

User Data Analytics

LRS XAPI
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4. 1 xAPI

xAPI (short for the Experience API) is a learning technology specialization that records activities and enables 
quantifiable, shareable, trackable data to be captured from a range of user activities and interactions. xAPI offers fewer 
restrictions than previous iterations (including SCORM). It works by recording interactions and mapping them onto 
the learning experience to create a quantifiable measure of a learner’s progress. This data is recorded to a Learning 
Record Store (LRS) to enable tracking of such applications as mobile learning, simulations, experiential learning, offline 
learning, and collaborative learning, and it even correlates job performance data with training data to enable the 
assessment of training effectiveness.

4. 2 LRS

The primary function of the LRS (Learning Record Store) is to collect, store, and share xAPI statements to enable 
connected systems to access learning activity data. Any tool that sends or retrieves learning activity data will interact 
with the LRS. The LRS receives, stores, processes, and provides access to xAPI statements, xAPI state, and other xAPI 
metadata to create a record of learning activities and other experiences, and to allow tracking of such experiences as 
actions completed in mobile apps, job performance, or training progress.

5.0 Instructor Console

The instructor console is a standalone, computer-based application that will have the ability to manage users, assess 
student progress, and evaluate student competency. The instructor console will allow the instructor to have insight into 
the status of the student’s completion of the competency test, provide status updates on the student’s performance 
and provide evaluation reports of the student’s level of completion. Instructors are able to view the lessons that have 
been completed by learners, what files they have accessed, and where they may be having difficulties within a lesson 
so they can intervene with further instruction; the instructor will also be able to pull other performance metrics that 
demonstrate both the capabilities of the learner and the effectiveness of each lesson.

To significantly increase the capabilities of instructors to manage the Maintenance Training Scenarios. The instructor 
console would allow the instructor/training director to create profiles for students, assign lessons, and track course 
completion metrics (completion time, date, access information, etc.). Hosted on a separate workstation, the instructor 
console would not only serve as  a central database to store the trainees’ user profiles and training data, but also to 
watch trainees complete their lessons live, join the training lessons virtually, talk to the trainees as they are performing 
their lessons, monitor student progress, record performance, and receive detailed information on each action the 
trainee completes.  

6.0 Data-Driven Process Improvement

Instructor Console/
User Management

Process Improvement
Support
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Asset Pipeline introduces a Process Improvement  Support loop that uses the data from gathered analytics to create 
better settings for the content that’s being produced. These settings are applied to generate better assets, improve 
lesson creation, and to allow Asset Pipeline to learn and adapt better future asset optimization processes based on 
user decisions.

6.1 Data Input Process

When Asset Pipeline processes a 3D model, it provides the user with three (3) samples of the optimized product, each 
using different settings. The user selects the preferred version based on specified preferences. This information is fed 
back into Asset Pipeline, and Asset Pipeline uses that information to select three (3) more samples.

6.2 Data Output Process

The Process Improvement Support process is similarly applied to the lesson creation process. As a lesson is generated, 
user interactions and behavior are stored in user analytics and used as data to inform how the lesson was created 
during the automated content creation process, to analyze the performance of the content, and to improve it for the 
next round of content generation. This process also leverages the design expertise of instructional designers to improve 
the overall lesson creation process along with all lessons.

7.0 Content Management

Content can be sustainably managed over time because, as data gets updated, those updates get translated and 
processed by Asset Pipeline, which then automatically builds them into existing projects. 

In other words, as the data in your asset repository gets updated, the content in your project library gets updated, too, 
meaning your projects stay relevant and actually become adaptable to changes with significantly less downtime.

8.0 Project Outputs

Modest Tree Suite empowers users to create:

• Product visualizations and site walkthroughs for sales and marketing engagement during remote B2B meetings 
and trade shows; 

• Instructor led multiplayer training lessons that can be accessed simultaneously by multiple learners on their 
different devices (PC, VR, iOS, Android);

Instructor Led Training
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• Scenario-based evaluations that allow learners to make mistakes in a safe virtual environment and be evaluated 
on their competencies in a realistic job training environment; and 

• Access to a remote expert for secure virtual support that has the added benefit of AR enhancement, live data 
inputs, AI and machine learning, and connectivity to a repository of digitalized assets.

8.1 Example Use Case: Propulsion system digitalization through the Modest Tree process

Editor will be used to build fully immersive training modules that provide a realistic, scenario-based experience 
for the users. The training module will incorporate a realistic simulation of the entire propulsion system, 
the engine room, and its associated components in order to simulate training in systems installation, fault 
recognition, maintenance checks and troubleshooting, and general use of maintenance tools and equipment. 
Both the instructor and the learners will have access to published training scenarios to conduct competency 
training, and instructors will have different access to allow for user access setup, tracking, and evaluation. The 
project will be maintainable and may be edited by users to maintain accuracy using the Editor License.

Xplorer will be used to develop instructor-led training on different gearboxes. Once the lesson has been 
launched, the instructor will provide information on the system, safety requirements, components, power 
requirements, system interfaces, and system operations. During the lesson presentation, the instructor can utilize 
functions within Xplorer, such as its draw on tool, to highlight components and locations of a particular system 
to students, or to draw attention to a particular safety issue.  

Tech Companion will be used to help digitalize and categorize historic data, to provide a feed for live data 
input, to provide access to relevant manuals and Xplorer/Editor training lessons, to provide remote voice and 
video calls with subject matter experts for support, a dynamic digital parts catalogue, as well as to provide 
a centralized repository for current and historical data, training, parts ordering, and remote support. Tech 
Companion allows this data to be accessed quickly from any device for streamlined troubleshooting, on-the-job 
maintenance support, and automated maintenance reporting that functions to continually train and improve 
your AI to enable future automations in troubleshooting and maintenance identification. 

Training and Evaluation

Tech Companion
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Leaf Communications will be used to enable users to communicate conveniently and securely from within 
the Modest Tree software suite. Leaf is a universal communications platform that is backed by advanced 
data security. With access to end-to-end encrypted instant chat, real-time VoIP calling, file sharing, and video 
conferencing, Leaf keeps the conversation flowing remotely without allowing external parties to access your 
data. Leaf is the only communications platform on the market that can keep your enterprise communications 
secure and convenient by allowing you to host it behind your firewall on your own secure server.
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Appendix B

Portal is the dashboard that allows you to access Modest Tree’s suite of software (Xplorer, Tech Companion, Editor, 
Leaf).  In addition, it also stores and maintains the projects you’ve created using that software, provides access to 
your library of assets, maintains version control over your projects and assets, and enables you to share and work 
collaboratively with other people on your projects.

Portal is the training content management platform and distribution hub for all created training. Portal will provide a 
platform to host all training content that can be shared across a network through “workspaces” that are representative 
of student groups. Content can be published to the Portal according to specific workgroups or individuals, allowing 
for access controls (if desired). Additionally, when content is accessed by the user/student, the software automatically 
recognizes the platform from which the lesson is being accessed and optimizes the lesson for that particular device. 
In practice, this means that any initial or updated content publishing is completed only once—there is no need for 
multiple revisions specific to various platforms. Portal also serves as an entry point to edit the content (if required) in 
Xplorer or Editor.

• Portal’s Asset Management feature allows you to organize and manage all of your projects.

• File Repository provides access to digital files that have been uploaded into the asset repository and processed 
using Asset Pipeline. This feature essentially allows users to visualize assets as Asset Pipeline sees them, as 
organized, optimized assets, rather than as a collection of files in various formats.

• Access Control allows you to control who has access to assets and projects. This enables you to share projects 
for collaborative purposes, or to enable re-use of created content, while still ensuring security requirements are 
being met.

• User Management allows you to invite other users to collaborative workspaces where they can gain access to 
workspace-specific projects and data.

• Project Tracking allows you to track user access and version history so you can maintain complete control of all projects.
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Appendix C

Editor was developed to create virtual training applications across multiple platforms by allowing users to develop 
complex and multi-pathed interactive 3D applications without coding or animation expertise. Editor enables the 
creation of training through a visual creation process where functional building blocks are connected to define a lesson 
path. Using a patent-pending visual storyboard construct, users import their own 3D models and apply animations and 
behaviors through a simple drag-and-drop interface. 

• Editor allows for efficient creation and editing of multiple lesson paths and, since it is SCORM and xAPI 
compliant, it enables the tracking of student interactions within a training lesson into your company’s Learning 
Record Store (LRS). 

• It also allows for lessons to be built, modified, and deployed without incurring significant Non-Recurring 
Engineering (NRE) costs. 

• Additionally, Editor supports publishing to any hardware platform, such as desktop, VR/AR headsets, tablets, 
and iOS and Android devices, in a single platform which allows for maximum networking and collaborative 
capabilities regardless of equipment available. 

• Editor is developed based on a custom programming language called Teak, which was developed by MT to 
enable the rapid incorporation of product changes into Editor’s functionality. This, alongside the combined 
experience of our in-house product experts, offers us the significant flexibility necessary to continually develop 
customized solutions that will ensure the retention of currency with the most recent technological hardware.
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Appendix D

Xplorer is an XR presentation creation tool that allows subject matter experts to quickly and easily build their 
own interactive XR presentations that can be used for instructor led remote or classroom training, virtual product 
visualizations, or immersive site walkthroughs. Xplorer allows you to use your own digital assets (technical documents, 
audio files, videos, images, and 3D models) to create interactive XR presentations using simple, drag-and-drop features 
that provide high levels of engagement without the typical development costs or time-to-field.

• User-friendly interface: Xplorer enables users to rapidly create virtual reality, desktop, and mobile experiences in 
minutes—without coding or animation expertise—using built-in, drag-and-drop features that include draw-on 
tools, x-ray views, videos, sounds, animations, 3D labels, and hotspots. 

• Global multi-platform, multi-player collaboration: Xplorer content is publishable to any hardware platform (PC, 
VR, AR, Tablet, mobile, or iOS) with collaborative capabilities that enable users to join virtual lessons remotely 
using different platforms. The multi-player functionality supports cross-play, which is a unique feature that 
enables users who are on different platforms (such as desktop and virtual reality) to join the same presentation 
together to interact and collaborate. 

• Rapid development and deployment: Asset Pipeline’s advanced file and project optimization process allows 
Xplorer projects to be built and deployed quickly, and further allows for rapid revisions, meaning Xplorer projects 
can be deployed, revised, and re-deployed easily and with minimal time-to-field.
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Appendix E

Tech Companion is an interactive virtual support and electronic maintenance system that links VR tasks, training, 
record-keeping, and inventory management. The proprietary platform centralizes manuals, maintenance, and ongoing 
training while also supporting intelligent data management and analysis by leveraging advanced digitalization 
technologies into one comprehensive system, operational on multiple devices. Tech Companion starts with intelligently 
populating the software with existing maintenance instructions based on the client’s documentation. Using a data-
driven framework, the platform inputs information to create intelligent forms and live document tracking. The 
proprietary platform centralizes manuals, maintenance, and ongoing training while supporting product warranty. With 
real-time, cross-platform manual updating, the software ensures industry knowledge transfer.

• Cognitive Expert: Live data to machine reporting enables live condition monitoring, as well as data analytics and 
visualization. Image markup capabilities and data processing support the development of AR object categorization, 
AR object recognition, and predictive AI, building towards a future of automated AI support and troubleshooting.

• Remote Support: End-to-end encrypted chat, VoIP, and video functionality allow remote support between 
technicians across different device platforms. Remote annotation supports advanced service reporting.

• Digital Work Cards: Live manuals provide technicians with streamlined access to work orders, maintenance 
manuals, and other support documentation from the most convenient platform (AR, mobile, etc.). Smart form 
documentation enables accurate and detailed service reporting that gets stored in an integrated reporting 
system where it can enhance experience sharing and contribute to AI data categorization. Service notes written 
by experienced technicians enhance knowledge transfer between technicians.

• Spare Parts Catalogue: Technicians can remotely check stock, order parts, and receive availability notifications 
during a maintenance procedure. AI integration allows predictive analysis to be applied to service patterns, 
powering inventory prediction and preventing delays caused by part unavailability.

• Reporting: Immersive training lessons can be accessed on-demand during maintenance procedures using Tech 
Companion’s object recognition ability to identify the equipment being serviced. Automatic translation (DeepL) 
makes manuals and other support documentation accessible across languages. Live service reporting enables 
client services summaries to contribute to intelligent billing and automated scheduling.
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Appendix F

Asset Pipeline is a proprietary, plugin-based platform that was developed in collaboration with industry clients and 
was purpose-built to allow for the dynamic conversion of source assets into required runtime types. As an analogy, 
pipeline is a universal plug that lets you connect your data to end-user facing products without any changes or 
compromises regarding the data, the target platform, or the application using your data. Pipeline gathers, analyzes, 
and processes data inputs (legacy data, 3D models, video files, audio files, images, instructional data, technical 
documents, parts IDs, etc.) from multiple sources, maintains and dynamically manages updates to those assets, and 
optimizes each asset into a format that can be read by the software you are intending to use with the optimal settings 
and file size to enable users to dynamically create interactive and usable content.
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Appendix G

Image Categorizer

The image categorizer will review the image database categorizations and begin to apply machine learning to learn 
how to appropriately categorize an image using Tensorflow AI. This process will enable the image categorizer to 
gradually recognize objects and build them into the appropriate database. The more images of an object that are 
captured and identified in its different states and positions, the better able the image categorizer will be to detect and 
categorize the object correctly. The image categorizer further offers technicians the ability to use image markup to log 
problems, imperfections, and damage to the object, not only allowing the object to be recognized in its various states 
(object recognition), but also building a database that will contribute to the future ability for the fault to be recognized 
and troubleshot (predictive AI) as well. As the image database increases in data, it is able to support the development 
of AR object categorization, AR object recognition, and predictive AI, building towards a future of automated AI 
support and troubleshooting that includes predictive maintenance and analysis and fault recognition.

Output Shaft

Input Shaft

6483781

6286418

Structure

Structure
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Appendix H

Designed for enterprise communication, Leaf Communications secures all data in a fully managed platform that is 
enhanced by secure, decentralized, real-time communication over IP. With access to end-to-end encrypted instant 
chat, real-time VoIP calling, file sharing, and video conferencing, Leaf enables users to keep the conversation 
flowing remotely with advanced data security that won’t allow external parties to access your data. Leaf is the only 
communications platform on the market that can keep your enterprise communications secure and convenient by 
allowing you to host it behind your firewall on your own secure server.

• End-To-End Encryption: All conversations and data are fully encrypted by the Olm and Megolm 
cryptographic ratchets.

• Self-Hosted Servers: Increase control over all your data with a self-hosted server.

• Decentralization: Reduce disruptions with a decentralized server that has no single point of control or failure.

• Federated Server Network: Improve the security of data flow between all your locations with a communicable 
network of servers.
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